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Moon shot rehearsal: when the Gemini spacecraft meets its target 
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Westinghouse radar will guide the astronauts to this meeting in outer space 

When the Gemini two-man spacecraft lifts A new Westinghouse radar system will rendezvous experiment will one day be 

off, a dramatic dress rehearsal for the first guide the chase. Locating the target, the routine. Meanwhile, Westinghouse is al- 

moon trip will begin. The astronauts’ mis- spacecraft will send out radar pulses. Com- ready working on other advanced radar 
sion: to maneuver their spacecraft and join puter-translated responses will guide the systems for lunar landings, planet explora- 

it with an Agena rocket already orbiting astronauts until the target is reached. tion, space station support and deep 
the earth at more than 17,500 miles per hour. A vital prelude to future space travel, the space missions. 

og: sey . 
You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For informafion on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 
write L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa, 15221,
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December tn Brief 

Here it is, Christmas already, bringing a long-awaited vacation. 
Lest you forget, we have a 10-day ordeal coming up in January, 
beginning two short weeks after our return. Anyway, have a happy 
holiday season and don’t study all the time. Your slide rule won’t get 
that rusty. 

The editor takes a few pokes at people and things in “Across the 
Editor's Desk.” Such holiday spirit! Nevertheless, his evaluation of a 
current political issue and the suggestion he makes to the Bascom Hall 
officials are well worth reading and thinking about. 

Heading up our trio of articles for this month is “An Introduction 
to Stereophonic Sound Recording ” by William C. Boehm. Bachelor 
Bill, who will graduate with a BSME next month, is a native of Racine, 

Wis. While at UW he has been active in the affairs of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, The UW YMCA and the Haresfoot Club. His 
very readable article does an excellent job of explaining the terms and 
processes involved in stereo recording. 

Photogrammetry, an important sub-division of civil engineering 
is the subject of Gerald Kurtz’s article on “The Geometry and Uses 
of Aerial Photographs.” We think that all engineers will profit from 
reading about this interesting field. Gerald, a Senior CE and also a 
Theta Tau pledge, hails from Waukesha, Wis. and plans to be a high- 
way engineer after graduation. 

Norman Jahn gives us the straight scoop on that high-flying in- 
strument of precipitation prognositcators, the weather balloon. The 
author of “Meteorological Balloons” is from Johnson Creek, Wis. Em- 
ployment with our own UW Dept. of Meteorology inspired him to 
write the article, Norm tells us. He is a member of Theta Chi fraternity. 

Youll no doubt welcome the return of the “Girl-of-the-Month.” 
Those of you who have been around for several years may recognize 
our “BB” as the Wisconsin Engineer's first Girl-of-the-Month. We'll 
admit that we stole the idea from a national men’s magazine but really 
thought youd like to see a reprint of our past, particularly one that has 
received many compliments. 

In closing, the staff and faculty advisors of the Wisconsin Engi- 
neer extend to our readers best wishes for a joyous Christmas and 
prosperous New Year. 
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That’s Bill Emrich immersed in his work behind that Chemicals, a sister company. Bill graduated from the 

Lincoln engine. He’s testing new oil additive formula- University of Illinois with a B.S. degree in mechanical 

tions, designed to make new engines produce to their enginecring. 

potential. Yet, whatever he develops has to meet the The need for young professional people in positions of 
needs of older engine models, too. You might say it’s a responsibility and creativity is great. Bill happens to be 
matter of enginuity. an automotive engineer, but he still might be working 

Bill uses several test engines: among these are a Labeco for us had he chosen a different field—mathematics, 

one-cylinder, a Caterpillar one-cylinder and special physics, chemistry. A variety of opportunities exist here 

Lincoln and Oldsmobile engines. He tests oil additives at American Oil Company. 

and formulations for sludge, rust, wear and reaction to For information, write to J. H. Strange, American Oil 
high-temperatures under severe operating conditions. Company, P.O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana. &® 
His findings will help car owners to get greater mileage — 

between oil changes, longer engine life. A most important AN ls 
“ath s, . a2 — ° : ; . P STANDARD OIL DIVISION STANDARD 

project. Yet, Bill is only 24 years old. Just last year, he | De” 

came to American Oil and is now working for Amoco AMERICAN OIL COMPANY 
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You'd expect that a U.S. company engaged in mining, dozen major plastics, along with plastic bottles and 

production and marketing in over a hundred countries — packaging films. And it’s one of the world’s most diver- 

might have an impact on many national economies. And _ sified private enterprises in the field of atomic energy. 

you'd be right. For instance, with an insecticide sold un- Among its consumer products are “Eveready” batteries 

der the trade mark “Sevin,” this company was largely and Prestone” anti-freeze. Its carbon products include 

responsible for saving a middle east cotton crop. the largest graphite cylinders ever formed, for possible 

And when a leading chemical manufacturer's prod- use in solid-fuel rockets. Its gases, liquefied through 

ucts include silicones, which have a soothing and pro- cryogenics—the science of supercold—include liquid 

tective effect on skin, they’re bound to turn up in skin oxygen and hydrogen that will be used to propel the 

lotions, creams, and emollients. Jayne Tippman uses them space ships designed to reach the moon. 

to keep a glowing complexion that weather can’t beat. In fact, few other corporations are so deeply in- 

Cotton fields and skin lotions are unlikely volved in so many different skills and activities 

markets for one company’s products. Unless UNION that will affect the technical and production 

that company is Union Carbide. (oy:Ved2d pe) a capabilities of our next century. 

But then, Union Carbide also makes half a It’s a future that glows like Jayne Tippman. 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, 270 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017, IN CANADA: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO 
Divisions: Carbon Products, Chemicals, Consumer Products, Food Products, International, Linde, Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Ore, Plastics, Silicones and Stellite 
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Why become an engineer at 

Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to 

work harder and use more of 

your knowledge than engineers 
° 

at most other companies. 

. “ Pe 

P £ 4 yo g i 
I you’re our kind of engineer, actual hardware. a7 > <2 een 

you have some very definite ideas That means you ag Tf" ag 
about your career. have the oppor- ea ee FO 

For example: tunity to start with ™ er " “<7 Lo - 
You’ve worked hard to get a __ a customer’s problem Ta ————“ 

good education. Now you want to —_and see it through to a Sigil ee 
put it to work in the best way | system that will get the job done. me a 

possible. The product lines at AiResearch, : 

You will never be satisfied with Los Angeles Division, are environ- Our engineering staff is smaller 

run-of-the-mill assignments. You. mental systems, flight information than comparable companies. This 

demand exciting, = and controls sys- spells opportunity. It gives a man 

challenging projects. | =~) tems, heat transfer += who wants to make a mark plenty 
You not only accept / oe 7 = systems, secondary of elbow room to expand. And 

individual responsibil- = yy 1? : ‘ . power generator while he’s doing it he’s working 

ity — you insist upon it. Sige: 42m 7 |, systems for missiles with, and learning from, some of 
Does that sound like === pall vA ’ . and space, electri- the real pros in the field. 

you? Then AiResearch |G g)) a cal systems, and If the AiResearch story sounds 
is your cup of tea. en a ena Se cence specialized indus- _ like opportunity speaking to you— 

Our business is . trial systems. don’t fail to contact AiResearch, 

mainly in sophisticated aerospace In each category AiResearch Los Angeles, or see our repre- 

systems and subsystems. employs three kinds of engineers. | sentative when he comes to your 

Here, research, design, and de- Preliminary design engineersdo campus. 

velopment lead to production of | the analytical and theoretical We'll be happy to talk to you — 

eae work, then write proposals. about you and your future. 

v a \ pO Design engineers do the lay- And put this in the back of your 

a 2 “~\y 7 » outs; turn an idea into a product. ‘mind: 
— ‘aN \ 4 Lo Developmental engineers are In a field where meeting chal- 

3) 74 A 74 responsible for making hardware __ lenges pays off in rewards... 
Oe SSL _oout of concepts. ‘ 
ea 7 it ee Zé Whichever field fits you best, we AiResearch 

SRS eS Can guarantee you this: you can ° 
=. FON | = go as far and fast as your talents 2s challenge 
a Sai 5 can carry you. You can make as 
~ i> tee 2 en much money as any engineer in a An equal opportunity 

ae me on comparable spot — anywhere. And employer 
we ay Y oem of course, at AiResearch, you’]]  =is==Giiatel 

<= Soo get all the plus benefits a top com- AiResearch Manufacturing Division 
" pany offers. Los Angeles 
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INBOARD WITH AN OUTDRIVE. This new Chrysler-Dana Drive 90° offers boating 
0ll can buffs big power in a small space. Dock your boat at home? The outdrive tilts up 

55° for easy trailering. Timken® bearings keep the prop and drive shafts rigid 
have 4 lot of as a Marine. 

SEATS IN MOTION. New York’s new Shea Stadium stands move to accommodate 
je @ 10,000 fans in two blocks of 5,000 seats. They roll on Timken bearings from the 

un on Timken first and third baseball foul lines to the football sidelines. 

° NO PLAY FOR BEARINGS. Timken bearings work hard to make your world more 
Bearings leisurely. They’re made of nickel-rich steel for long life—even when loads and 

conditions become unsportsmanlike. 

FORE? NO, THREE. Three wheels for the golfer who’d rather swing than walk. 
This new Cushman Golfster is a smart way to cover the links. Eight Timken 
bearings were chosen for the drive, axle and wheel applications. They’re 
precision-made and case-hardened to take shock loads. The Timken Roller 
Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio. Also makers of Fine Alloy Steel and Rock Bits. 

(go QUALITY TURNS ON 
LL \= . 

\ Se \w s==) TAPERED 
c=y ROLLER BEARINGS 

| Learn More About the Timken Company, an Equal Opportunity Employer. Send for Career Booklet. _ 
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ENGINEER: | . . . 
Thank you for sending me the | Editor-in-Chief ....................... Robert Smith, cie3 

October 1964 issuc of the Wiscon Associate Editor .................... Patrick Meagher, bs4 
sin Engineer and giving me the op- 
portunity of reading the article on Articles Editor ...................... Robert Stoelting, bs3 

water witching by Barry A. Jens. 1 . 
Ghjeet ‘to: Mr, fens’ reference: to HL. Regular Features ................ Clifton Fonstad, Jr., ee4 

KE. Thomas’ statement on the use of Harold Weber, me3 

scientific methods of divination to Artist 000000002000 cece eee eee eee sess. . James Tyndall, bs3 

obtain oil-producing wells. The au- 
thor steps on numerous toes when 

he relates geological, geophysical, 

and geochemical techniques to 
dowsing. I trust that Mr. Jens * 

wrote the article with tongue in | 
cheek. Incidentally, Mr. H. E. | 
Thomas’ title is research geologist, 
and not branch area chief as given 
in the article. Outside of this criti- | BUSINESS STAFF 

cism, the remainder of the article | 

was well written and interesting. Manager ........... 0.000. s ee eee eee Robert Margraf, ee4 

Thanks again for the publication. | . : 
i. Itewe’ enjoyed sending articles in Circulation .......................... Mary Baker, amp3 

the Wisconsin Engineer for many Advertising .......................... John Altmann, ee4 
years. 

C.L.R. Holt, Jr. 

District Geologist 
U.S. Geological Survey * 

(Our staff normally edits incoming ar- 
ticles for format only, normally presum- | 
ing that the factual material is correct. 
We thank you for your interest in the | 
magazine.) 

IENGINEER: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

I have several comments to make 
pertaining to your October, 1964 Assoc. Prof. George R. Sell .................... Chairman 

issue, all of which refer to page 1. 
T have been 4. ME. for ever 4 Assoc. Prof. Howard J. Schwebke ..........Faculty Advisor 

es ae feet Bon comes ne Assoc. Prof. John L. Asmuth ........ Electrical Engineering 

Senior Civil. This is enough to Asst. Prof. Raymond B. Esser ..... Mechanical Engineering 
make me tear up my books and . 5 . . 
quit, but using better judgment 1 Prof. David J. Mack ....... Minerals & Metals Engineering 

will assume it was a mistake. | Prof. Wayne K. Neill .............. Chemical Engineering 
hope you will pacify me and say it | 

wag a Yaistake, Assoc. Prof. Charles G. Salmon ...........Civil Engineering 
I also think you should’ bring 

your jokes back. This is one of the 
things that makes the Engineer. CO oo 

I know most of you are engineers | 
but couldn't you have your beauti- | 
ful girls a little more’ ‘often than | MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

once cach gegsols | Chairman: Pror. J. R. Bisserr, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas, 
Other than this, keep up the | Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701. 

good work. 
Don Christopher Publishers Representatives: LrrrELL—MurrAY—BaRNHILL, INc., 369 Lexington Ave- 
Senior ME | nue, New York, New York 10017. 

A mistake it was, Don. We hope | . ' — 
youre "nacre tnd will dccepl our ope | Second Class Postage Paid at Madison, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. 

ogies. As for our jokes, we have recoieed Acceptance for mailing a eepecial Be of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act 

a torrent. of requests to reactivate. that | oe tee SAMENORIE DIC hetet . 
feature of the magazine and did some Publi ‘ a “ # 

; cn en ran Ter ublished monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 
tour Nawaniee nee tha Girl of-the: | Journal Association, 333 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison, Wisconsin 
; "is back again, by popular de- 53706. Editorial Office Hours 3:30-5:30 Tuesday & Thursday. Office Phone (608) 
mand. Thank you for your letter.) | 262-3494. 
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An Introduction to Stereophonic Sound Recording .page 12 
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THIS MONTH’S COVER 

The engineers right hand, the modern electronic com- 
puter, assists and joins the staff in wishing you a Merry 
Christmas. Our thanks goes to the UW Computer Center 
for their assistance. 

a ES EE ear ee TE 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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Stability 
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The stability of a body in motion cept. The products and services of warded with responsible challenging 
can best be evaluated when inter- NCR, made possible by practical work. Professional individuals at 

fering forces are severe enough to research and development, are re- NCR find the personal stability, un- 
test its structure or divert it from a spected throughout the world in derstanding and encouragement 

pre-established direction. A corpora- 120 countries. required for growth. 

tion is a body of people in motion Research and development at Personnel with professional 
and its stability is measured by NCR is broad and reflects a seriously backgrounds and interest in or- 
planned achievement. considered investment of past years. | ganic or physical chemistry, solid 

As a corporation NCR has been Plans for future expansion of facili- | state physics, or chemical engineer- 
tested for more than 79 years. ties reflect a faith in the stability ing in areas of paper technology, 

Throughout this period, direction of the Company and in the devoted inks, ribbons, coatings, etc., are 
has been maintained and objectives talents of NCR men of science who invited to contact us. 

achieved. The objective of NCR? will add impetus to overall plans. T. F. Wade, Technical Placement, 
Better systems for business. This The stability of NCR is conducive The National Cash Register Com- 
singleness of purpose with bal- to the advancement of career-mind- —_ pany, Main & K Sts., Dayton 9, Ohio. 
anced diversification has led to ed scientific and engineering 

growth and the TOTAL SYSTEMS con- personnel. Creative efforts are re- An equal opportunity employer. 

BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY © 
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Laminated wood arches Foam plastic packaging Reinforced plastic rocket case 

Koppers is one of the most diversified companies in the country, supplying more than 270 
products and services to some forty industries. Koppers employees are working on new 

adhesives for the aircraft and automotive markets, new wood treatments and protective 
coatings for the construction industry, pioneering in sound control, developing new plastics 

for packaging and insulation, designing new and improved techniques for the steel industry. 

Product expansion. Recently, applied research and development develop in this climate of opportu- 
Koppers entered two more very im- staffs. The company also operates a nity, you can move within the com- 
portant fields with the acquisition of central research department with pany to areas best suited to your 
Lamtex Industries, Inc., and a poly- laboratories at its new $8,000,000 interests and qualifications. 
ester resin plant formerly operated Research Center in Monroeville, Pa. 

by American Cyanamid. With these What we expect from Koppers What we need. Chemical engineers 

additions Koppers will be working le. K looks for Prot for product development, process 
on nose cones, rocket motor cases,  P@OPl€. Koppers looks for: Profi- engineering, manufacturing and sales. 
pressure vessels and many other c1ency; INONess Own field; under- Mechanical engineers for product 
products made by the new reinforced standing of related fields; ability and development, manufacturing engi- 
plastic filament winding process, as desire to advance in responsibility; neering, sales and design. Chemists 
well as glass fiber plastics for boat understanding of our economic sys- for basic research, development, 
hulls, car bodies, and furniture. “— and _ e ee of profits for manufacturing and sales. Civil engi- 
How we operate. Koppers has six individual and corporate success. neers for structural design and con- 

divisions: Plastics, Tar and Chem- What we offer in return. Opportu- struction. 
ical, Engineering and Construction, nities for individual development in 
Metal Products, Forest Products, the many industries we serve; oppor- Interested? Write to the Personnel 
and International Division. Each tunities for providing products for Manager, Koppers Company, Inc., 

division maintains its own manage- most of the major markets in the Room 200, Koppers Building, Pitts- 
ment, sales and marketing, and country. As your unique talents burgh, Pennsylvania 15219. 

. a 

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC... . an equal opportunity employer |/KOPPERS 
W 
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“Are there any 

East Coast labs doing “What's 
Organic Research?” available 

. inR&D 
HOW eu around 
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2 “Any chance of schools ? 

are a’? moving around the country?” 
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CL 

IF LOCATION is important to you in choosing your first job, why not talk to the company that has 
130 plants and research centers throughout the U.S.A., as well as scores of sales offices from 

coast to coast? Your placement office can tell you when our interviewer will be on campus.



Across 

| the 

e 

Ed; tors 

Desh 
MEMO TO THE SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY 

It's getting to be that time of the year when timetables for the coming 
semester will be distributed. To engineers, it means one thing: A walk up the 

hill, to find that they will have to come back again the following day. When 
“tomorrow” comes, another unnecessary hike up the hill to stand in line (if that 
mob in lower Bascom can honestly be called a line) is the plan. 

The campus of the University of Wisconsin does extend beyond that cluster 
of buildings perched atop Bascom Hill, Mr. Secretary. Five blocks west of your 
office are nearly 5,000 Engineering and Agriculture students who are connected 
to the same University you are. Our point is that these students seldom have many 

classes on the Hill and therefore visit it very seldom. 
We respectfully ask you to realize this and consider the possibilities of dis- 

tributing time tables on our campus too. Sure, “it’s no big thing,” but it would 

be much more convenient for us in addition to solving some of your traffic 
problems. 

STATE: WISCONSIN, CAPITAL: MADISON 

Recent editorials in a Madison newspaper and a Madison TV station have 
attempted to dupe the public into thinking that the Republicans are (again) 
trying to relocate the state capital to Milwaukee. To use, these are illogical and 
uninformed accusations. 

The statements were on the heels of an announcement that Governor-Elect 
Knowles’ Inaugural Ball would be held in Milwaukee, rather than the traditional 
Madison. In rebuttal to this, we recall that the citizens of Madison have for over 
10 years refused to authorize the bond issue for the construction of a municipal 
auditorium-arena; as a result, no facility is available in Madison to accomodate 
the thousands of people desiring to attend. 

In an attempt to substantiate their claims, the public media concerned noted 
that the recent establishment of numerous state office facilities in Milwaukee 
was a first step in moving the State Capital to the state’s largest city. Efficient 
government—the basis for many a lament by the same media—is obviously the 
state's motive for this action. Isn’t it sensible to bring branch state offices close 
to the most populous areas of the state, rather than unnecessarily route a large 
volume of routine state business through Madison. 

Another argument was based on an expansion which we have been follow- 
ing closely, the growth of The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. In addition 
to a newly-established four-year engineering program (which was desperately 
needed ), a medical school and other specialized units are planned. Again, does 
not this metropolis need and deserve such facilities? 

We commend past legislators and governors of both parties for giving Mil- 
waukee a fair shake. 

—R. J. Suri 
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An Introduction to St honi 

Sound Recording 
By WILLIAM G. BOEHM 

VER since the first sounds from a wax cylinder. At times it must be pointed out. First, direc- 
E were recorded on a wax cyl- — was hard to understand what was __ tions can be sensed by the ear. Be- 

inder, man has been trying to being said, but the phonograph cause people have two ears and 
achieve greater realism from his was an interesting new device and because a given sound enters each 
recordings. Great strides have been everyone enjoyed it. People were ear with a slightly different inten- 
made since the first phonograph — eyen more amazed when they could sity (unless the sound is straight 
was introduced to the public. put on the earphones ofa radio and = ahead or behind) people soon 

Monaural or single track record- fear someone speaking miles away. learn to turn their heads to who- 
ing has. developed into the present However, amazement soon passed ever is talking to them; to spot a 
day _hi-fidelity systems. Beyond to armoyance as the statié and in- bird singing in a tree; to spot an 
monaural has come stereophonic terference of the early radios wore OnComing car that is sounding its 
(stereo), or double track recording dhe listeners nenies. AS Hine horn. Second, the human ear is an 
of sound. Stereophonic sound re- omeel ho One® his am Sf ne analytical sensing device. Of the 
cording has many problems and bassec , however, this annoying in- many sounds that come to the ear 
improvements are still being made — © ference was reduced so that a at one time, the ear can select one 
in this field but at present it offers P?gram could be enjoyed. to concentrate on. This is called se- 
the closest thing to realism in the As the phonograph and radio lective hearing. A person can listen 
field of recorded sound. were improved, the first noticeable to one person in a crowded room, 

\ complete stereo has five com- change was the replacement of the can pick out sections of an orches- 
ponents: the recordplayer, the acoustic horns with electric speak- tra to listen to one by one, and can 
amplifiers and preamplifiers, the ers. These new speakers broadcast discover the flat singer in a quar- 
speakers, the AM and FM tuners, all the audible frequencies from 20 tet. All this is done with selective 
and the tape recorder. cycles per second to 16,000 cycles hearing. 

The converting from hi-fi to per second uniformly. Later, dis- Both stereo and hi-fi utilize this 
stereo would ideally be accom- tortion was eliminated in the am- last characteristic, but only stereo 
plished by adding an entirely sep- _ plifiers. This means that all the — makes use of the directionality of 
arate stereo system to the existing various frequencies are amplified hearing to give an illusion of depth 
hi-fi system, but cost rules this out the same amount. The high fre- of sound to the listener, It should 
in most cases. Practically, a grad- quencies and low frequencies are be pointed out, however, that this 
ual change over would have to be amplified the same as the middle depth of sound illusion is only pos- 
used, frequencies. These two improve- sible in the middle range of audi- 

If stereo continues to develop, it ments were the beginning of hi- ble frequencies. Since, as was 
will become the major method of fidelity (or “hi-fi”). Since that time stated earlier, the directionality of 
sound reproduction, either in the hi-fidelity has progressed through the ears arises because a given 
form of disc records or tape. improvements in speakers and sound affects each ear with a dif- 

\ glossary has been placed at the amplifiers. Hi-fi, although it givesa ferent intensity, it is obvious that if 
end of this article to provide the true reproduction of the frequen- there is no “difference between 
reader with a better understanding cies recorded, does not give a true what each ear hears there can be 
of the technical terms used. feeling of the sounds recorded. no directionality. This happens in 

. Stereo goes beyond hi-fi in this re- the low frequencies where the 
History spect and gives depth and direc- sound waves are very long and the 

In the early days of the phono- tion to the sound. distance between the ears is negli- 
graph people were more than satis- There are two important charac- gible; and in the high frequencies 
fied to hear a human voice coming teristics of the human ear which where the waves are so short that 
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the distance between the ears is be singled out more easily than on The three-channel stereo is even 
much more than a single wave a two-channel set up. The two- and — more involved since it requires 
length. This leaves only the middle three-channel systems are other- three styli and three grooves on the 
frequencies. wise alike in all respects except disc. 

Binaural recording was one of cost, the three channel being more The stereosonic disc records two 
the first attempts to obtain a more expensive. channels on only one groove. Ver- 

realistic sound than was_ possible The best location of speakers for tical movement of the stylus is 
with monaural. Two microphones _ the three-channel system is along translated into the sound of one 
were placed in a dummy head _ the shorter wall of the listening — channel while horizontal move- 
where the ears would be located. room. ment of the stylus, just as on mon- 
Each microphone then picked up . aural recording, is translated into 
for recording the sound that one Stereosonic the sound of the other. 
ear would ordinarily hear. Each The stereosonic system uses a While this is a clever method of 
microphone recorded on a separate completely different principle than recording two channels, there are 
track or channel. When the record- the previously mentioned systems. two major difficulties present. First, 
ing was listened to through a set of Instead of using normal micro- very accurate and intricate pickups 
earphones a good sense of realism phones placed some distance apart, | are needed. They are far more 
was obtained. However, there are directional microphones are used. complicated than the pickups in 
two main shortcomings. First, the These microphones are placed next the previously mentioned systems 
listener had the impression that the to each other with their directions because two dimensional rather 
sound was “piped” into each ear — of maximum pickup at 90 degrees than one dimensional movement 
instead of the ear being free to to each other. The intensity of a must be picked up. Secondly, it is 
pick up the sounds from space. given sound is different on each hard to prevent the movement in 

Secondly, the dummy head was in channel, but there is no phase dif- one direction from affecting the 
a fixed position during recording. ference. This eliminates the echoes | movement in the other. This is 
If the listener turned his head present in other systems. Such a called “cross talk”. 
while listening to the recording, system also gives the upper fre- Cross talk can be prevented by 
the sound source seemed to turn — quencies a more directional effect. taking the pure horizontal and ver- 
with his head. Even without the actual phase _ tical lines of motion and _ tilting 

Two-channel stereo is a refine- difference, the intensity differences them 45 degrees. Thus, what used 
ment of the binaural system, the — in the sounds coming from each to be upward vertical motion be- 
main difference being that loud speaker will enable the listener to | comes motion at 45 degrees up- 
speakers rather than earphones are hear an “effective” phase differ- ward to the right; and what was 
used for listening. Also, the record- ence. horizontal motion to the left be- 
ing microphones are placed about comes motion upward at 45 de- 
2 feet apart. Thus, there is a Recording grees to the left. See Figure 1. 
greater phase and intensity shift The quality of a disc recording As the intensity of sound on one 

between the two channels than depends on two factors: track becomes greater the stylus 

when the microphones are placed Lu 4h cavevand arent moves farther down into that wall 
. . How much care and attention C 

only a head width apart. is given to the development of of the groove. 
To use these systems two com- y etven oe eRe re One problem that still remains 

: : the system and materials. ¥, : sigs 
plete recordings are needed along 2. How much quantity and is to find a method of duplicating 

: ; 2. quantity anc ee anne? a de ‘ 
with two separate pickups, pre- money are willinoly used to or pressing out these high quality 

amplifiers, amplifiers, and loud achieve. a seeate Aynatilé recordings quickly and economi- 

speaker systems. This is costly, but nae gree yne cally, 
yields the best realism for the low- Tange. 

to middle-range frequencies. At On the disc itself the quality is im- Stereophonic Systems 

high frequencies an echo is heard. proved by making the wiggles in Sound that is stereophonically 
For instance, when stringed instru- the groove longer. recorded is best replayed in a 

ments are played pizzicato there A binaural and two channel disc stereophonic sound system, A com- 

will be an illusion that there are uses two separate single tracks side plete stereo system is composed of 

twice as many instruments. by side on one disc. Two separate five parts: 
The best loudspeaker arrange- single styli or needles are there- 1. Record player 

ment for the average living room fore needed for pick-up. These S Preanisliner and Amplifier ‘ : - : : : 2. amplifier and Amplifier 
is to have the speakers placed back _ styli are set at a standard spacing 3. Loud speakers 
to back. which is used for all discs. “ “Oue Speacers 

With modern micro-groove re- 4. AM and FM tuners 
Three-Channel Stereophonic cordings, it is quite easy to place 5. Tape recorder 

The three channel stereo system a stylus in the wrong groove, thus The four main components of a 

adds a third middle channel to the leaving the channel-one needle in récord player are: 

two channel system. The addition the channel-two groove and_ vice - , 

of this third channel gives a little versa. The playing time of this 1. Turntable 

more body to the sound; the sound type of disc will be one half the 2. Motor 

has a more definite direction to it. playing time for an equal sized 3. Spindle 
The sections of an orchestra could — monaural disc. 4. Cartridge 
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CHANNEL. reproduction of sound. Phase can 
be checked by setting the volume 

A adjustment of each speaker at a 

B | A given point and then checking to 
ROTATION | see if the volumes of the two 

~ | speakers are actually equal. If they 

CHANNEL are not, the wires of the voice coil 
t of one speaker should be reversed. 
BS ——_> ER AM and FM tuners will provide 

another area of use for a stereo 
| system besides the reproduction of 
| recorded sound. Many radio sta- 
| tions, FM especially, broadcast 

! music. FM is used for broadcasting 
Kisire. 1; ROEARIDA BE mBtIOH, music because there is far less in- 

terference than AM. FM has a lim- 
ited broadcast range, however. 

The turntable is a critical part of amplifiers. The most widely used Stereo tape recorders enable 
every record player. It must be cartridge is the ceramic stereo cart- anyone to record personal stereo 
well balanced for free movement — ridge which can be used on stereo programs. When tapes are played 
with a minimum of friction, and or monaural records. There are back through quality stereo sys- 
heavy enough to ensure smooth also capacitive, dynamic and mag- tems, they will sound as good as 
rotation. Some turntables weight netic cartridges. any commercial record. Most re- 
up to 45 pounds. It must remain The stylus is the initial sensing corders use Y4 inch width tape for 
perfectly level or vibrations will be device and rides in the record recording two channels. More 
created that are picked up by the groove following the variations in channels can be added by widen- 

stylus and finally broadcast as a the walls of the groove. The tip of | ing the tape and using larger 
“rumble”. Standard turntables re- the stylus is spherical and touches pickup heads. 

volve at speeds of 16% rpm, 3343 the groove at only two points. If . . 
rpm, 45 rpm and 73.26 rpm. the correct stylus is not used the Conversion to Stereophonic Sound 

The motor which provides this delicate groove can be ruined. A monaural hi-fi system can 
rotation must maintain constant The amplifier magnifies the au- generally be converted to stereo 

and ACCU AEE speeds. if the motor dio frequency signal coming from quite easily. 
nuns’ too. fast, the pitch of the re- the cartridge before sending it to The first step is to replace the 
cording is raised; and if it runs too speakers. Proper speaker selection monaural cartridge with a new 
slowly, the pitch is lowered. The jg important. The power of the stereo cartridge. This requires re- 
motor may be located under the amplifier will depend on the size wiring the tone arm; it may, there- 
center of the tumtable or ‘to ‘one of the listening room and size of fore, be easier to install an entirely 
side of it: the further the motor is the speakers. The quality of the new tone arm. 
no ee eS how oe the amplifier will depend on the qual- Next, a new amplifier and pre- 
ess chance there is of motor noise ity of the other equipment. For an amplifier st be adde 2 sys- 
and vibrations being picked up by avevave Sized ¥ 1 E OO watt z anipanet must be added to the sys 
the stvlus. s lifer v vould he afi os =e am- tem since stereo requires dual 

The spindle is used to center the Pp ' ' vou ne su crent. units. If the old amplifier and pre- 

ecard Gi the Ete, The stand. The preamplifier does just what amplifier are to be used, the second 
agdl die vecorl Was a 5416 ‘eenter- the name implies. It amplifies the channel should use duplicate 
ine hole while the 45 uses 114 inch audio signals before they go into equipment. Many m anufacturers 
holes, ‘The spindle also manipulates the amplifier. In some setups the oiter adapters for converting to 
the records on self-changing record preamplifier and amplifier are in Stereo 
players. Two types of adapters are one unit. Both the preamplifier and The final step is to install a 

| available to allow 45's to be played the amplifier have two identical stereo speaker system. A_ stereo 
on 5/16 inch spindles. First, an sections, one for each channel. speaker system will give a much 
adapter can be put over the spin- The loudspeaker is the voice of better sound than two hi-fi speak- 
dle on the turmtable to make it 114 the system. It changes the audio ers, but if the old hi-fi speaker is 
inches in diameter, or a plug can frequency current coming from the to be used, the best type of addi- 
be put in the record to make the — amplifiers into sound. The speakers _ tion will be a speaker that is iden- 
liole 316 iwehes ta dianeter. for a stereo system should not be tical to the old one. 

The cartridge which contains the used on as high a frequency range Immediate conversion to stereo 
stvlus or styli is carried in the arm as in a monaural system. The high can be very expensive. Thus, a 
and transforms the wiggles in the and low frequencies should be put gradual plan for change over 
record groove first into mechanical through tweeters and woofers, — would be advisable, starting first 
motion and then into electrical im- respectively. with speakers and amplifiers and 
pulses, called audio frequency cur- The speakers in a stereo system then cartridges and records. 
rent. These impulses then go to the should be in phase for smoothest (Continued on page 29) 
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Aerial Phot h 
By GERALD KURTZ 

HHOTOGRAMMETRY is the mounting board to form a compos- lens assembly, the focal plane, the 
Preence of taking measure- __ ite picture of the land. In a sense, camera cone, the camera body, the 

ments from aerial photo- a mosaic is like a planimetric map _ drive mechanism, and the maga- 
graphs. These aerial photographs as it is an overhead view of the zine. The lens assembly contains 
can be used to make mosaics, and land showing the relative horizon- the camera lens, diaphragm, shut- 
planimetric and topographic maps. __ tal position of land features, and as __ ter and filter. The lens gathers light 
These photographs are taken with it has a scale equal to that of a rays and brings them to focus on a 
a special camera which has fea-  planimetric map. The advantages focal plane. The opening of 
tures setting it apart from an ordi- of mosaics over maps are that mo- _lens system is the diaphragm which 
nary ground camera. saics are cheaper to make, that has a set of leaves that can adjust 

From the geometry of these they show more detail, and that the opening to any size. The shut- 
aerial photographs, determination they are better used by the layman ter is as close to the lens as pos- 
of scale, flying height, relief dis- because he can more easily under- sible and has a speed of 1/100 to 
placement and ground co-ordinates stand an actual overhead view of 1/1000 of a sec. Designed to pro- 
can be computed. the land than a map of the terri- tect the camera from stray light 

It is also possible to use these tory. Because of this understand- rays that may affect the photo- 
photographs for determining ability, highway commissions use graph, the filter also shields the 
boundaries of properties for com- mosaics to explain and show why a lens from flying dust particles and 
pilation of tax rates. Special fea- proposed location for a highway — wind blown objects. The camera 
tures of these photographs are used would be best. cone holds the lens assembly at the 
in the study of geology, in rural These photographs from which proper distance from the focal 
rehabilitation and land planning, — mosaics and maps are made are of _ plane. The camera drive mechan- 
and housing. Perhaps the most im- three types: vertical, oblique and ism provides the motion to wind 
portant use of aerial photographs convergent photographs. Most pic- and unwind the film, trip the shut- 
is in the field of highway planning tures taken in photogrammetry are -- - ter and to hold the film against the 
and surveying as many things such __ of the vertical type, taken with the _ focal plane. The magazine holds 
as parent material, soil type, land axis of the aerial camera vertical or the exposed and unexposed film 
slope, drainage conditions, and soil nearly vertical. If the axis of the and advances the proper amount of 
material can be found for a soil camera is unintentionally tilted at film at the right time. 
survey by the use of aerial photo- an angle to the vertical the photo- . 
graphs. graph is called a tilted photograph. | Geometry of an Aerial Photograph 

Oblique photographs, taken with The scale of a photograph, the 
Background the camera axis intentionally in- determination of ground co-ordi- 

Construction of planimetric clined from the vertical, are of two nates, flying height from a vertical 
maps, topographic maps and mo- types: a low oblique in which the photograph and relief displacement 
saics are the major uses of present- horizon doesn’t appear and a high are measurements taken from verti- 
day photogrammetry. Planimetric oblique in which the horizon is vis- cal photos. But before the mathe- 
maps which do not show contour ible. Convergent photographs are matics and applications of the 
lines, are made by transfering data those taken in sequence so that measurements can be discussed, 
from an aerial photograph to a sep- they cover essentially the same some basic definitions and assump- 
arate sheet of paper and_topo- area, tions must be presented. 
graphic maps, which have contours, The camera is, of course, the The collimation marks define the 
are made similarily. A mosaic is a most important element in photo- x and y axes on a photograph. The 
series of overlapping vertical photo- — grammetry. The six main parts of x-axis is the line on the photograph 
graphs placed in sequence on a the precision aerial camera are the connecting opposite collimation 
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va The scale is then determined by 

= the following relationship: 

photo scale _ photo distance 

map scale ~ map distance 

4 
& ° Both photo distance and map dis- 

A tance are measured in the same 

Ag units and the two scales are in the 

same units. 

The ground distance between 

A Bb any two points can be measured 

1 -hig directly on a photograph if the 

scale of the photograph is known 

a and if the two points are at the 

‘cues same elevation. If these points are 

<i \ not at the same elevation, the dis- 

‘ tance can be determined from the 

6 sround coordinates of the points. 4 g I 
/a The formulas used to find the 

A Ou ground coordinates are X = H-h/f 

™ |4 (x); Y = H-h/f(y), where X and 

4 : : 
a a oe . Y are ground coordinates with re- 

. — spent to a set of axes which coin- 

Figure 1.—Determination of scale. cide with the axes on the photo- 

sraph, H is the flying height, h is grap ying 8} 

marks which most nearly parallel away. Therefore the scale of a pho- the elevation of the point, x and 

the line of flight. The y-axis is per-  tograph will vary greatly if there Y are the photographic coordinates 

pendicular to the x-axis and the x- are large differences in elevation of of the point and f is the focal 

axis and y-axis intersection is the the area. length of the camera. The distance 

principal point. The elevation of The scale of any point on a pho- between two points can then be 

the plane above sea level or some tggra: ii tan Ke found. by the an- found by using the Pythagorean 

stated datum is the flying height. eran nO 7 Theorem, D? = (X, — Xa)? + 

macs : ; alysis of Fig. 1. H is the flying . : : 
The focal length of a camera is the e ; (Y, — Y,)%. D being the distance 

ss . . height of the plane above sea level, | “ : 

distance from the front of the lens f is the focal | h of th between the two points with co- 
. : ; . 7 : : 

to the focal plane of the camera. 1s he ea, lengt Q Picks ordinates (Xi, Y») and (Xa, Ya)- 

There are also three assumptions © #8 the principal point of the pho” eing the distance between the two 

which make the geometry of an tograph and h, is the elevation of points. 

aerial photograph much simplier. point A on the ground, point A also The flying height of a plane can 

They are. 1) the intersection of appears on the photograph as point be found by successive approxima- 

lines joining opposite collimation a, At an elevation of h, the scale of tions. The formula f/ ApproxH— 

marks defines the principal point, the photograph is a0/AO,. By simi- hay, = ab/AB is used. F is the focal 

2) lens distortion either does not lar triangles, a0/AO, = f/(H—h,). length ab is a distance measured 

exist or has been allowed for, 3) We can use the formula S$, = £/H — directh on a photograph, H is the 

film shrinkage either does not exist h, to find the scale of a photo- approximate flying height +; te 

or has |} et all >, r, ” wa TT Se o *. . a - > gab n 

no a been-ellowed for . graph, where H is the flying height the average elevation of points A 

The scale on a map is under- above the datum, h, is the eleva- and B, and AB is the ground dis- 

stood to be the ratio of distance on tion of the point above the datum, tance corresponding to ab. The ap- 

the map to distance on the ground. f is the focal length of the camera proximate value of H 18 weed to 

The three common ways by which and §, is the scale at elevation h. . . ee cot 

scale is represented are the engi- The fcemala Save. = £/H — have Cae the eoantiass i ae 

neers scale, a representative frac- Save. being the average scale over oa a ie a coment dis- 

tion and a ratio. If one inch on the an area and h,y;. the average eleva- ts or AB 4c his . re better / i . 

map corresponds to one hundred tion of the area, is the best single ance AD to obtain a peter Varus 

feet on the ground, the engineers scale to use for any photograph. r H mS the formula: eet 

scale we of = = {’. The P a prox — hy, = correct AB/ 

scale would be Lin. = 100 ft. The When the flying height or one of PE d AB Tt * warooess is, GB 

representative fraction 1/100 and ae ve : : a computed AB. This process 1s re- 
: the other values of the above 1 i] 1 wane . 

the ratio 1:100 both mean that 1 formula is not known, the scale peated until good precision 1s 

ty the map equals 100 units of a photograph can be found by obtained. 

on the ground (note that the units Gomparing the length of a line on a Since the points on a photograph 

must agree). photograph or the distance be- do not lie at the same elevation 

Because a vertical photograph is tween two points on the photo- above the datum line, there is a 

a perspective projection, areas graph to the length of the same displacement of them, called relief 

closer to the camera will have a line or distance between the two displacement, shown in Fig. 2. The 

larger scale than those lying farther points on a map of known scale. line 0a is a line on a photograph, A 
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Z commissions can use aerial photo- 

graphs to aid them. Maps can show 
J the density of houses (and give an 

estimation of population), rail- 

- & roads, general relief of the land, 

ral parks, roads, bridges, swimming 

A a \ pools, etc. Maps of the area can be 
aw XY made to show places of interest to 

\ vacationers, fishermen or hunters. 

Photogrammetry has its most im- 
A portant use in the highway plan- 

ning and surveying. The first step 

A in planning and designing a high- 

way is to acquire or contract for 

CE ae pictures of the area where a high- 
Figure 2.—Determination of relief. way is proposed. After these pho- 

tographs are obtained, the possible 

is a general ground point h feet — tographs, readjustments to the cor- locations of the highway are de- 
above the datum, the distance from rect boundaries must be made, and cided on. Alternate routes. for the 

the principal point to its image is r, problems that cannot be solved location of the highway can readily 
the distance from the principal from the photographs must still be be examined from these photo- 

: 4 3 "oe . graphs. Because elevations of point to its datum photograph posi- done by field engineers. a : 4 tion is r’. By similar triancles r — . . “dee the wach. ground points can be found, esti- 
jon Is y a & Photogrammetry helps the geol mates of the cost of cut and fills, 
r= th/H orr —T = vh/H — h. ogist by making pictures of the the number of culverts and bridges 
R — 1’ is the relief displacement of area available so that he can be- can be made and a fairly reliable 
a point. It can be seen that as the — come familiar with the terrain be- cost for the highway can be ar- 
distance from the principal point fore he goes looking for faults, an- rived at. Survey crews are then 
increases, the relief displacement ticlines, synclines or outcroppings. sent out to put in a center line and 
increases and as the flying height He can plot these very precisely on boundaries for rights-of-way for 
increases, the relief displacement a map and confirm their location the highway. After right-of-way 
decreases. Therefore little or no re- ater in the field. Just as aerial ex- land is determined, pictures of the 
lief displacement exists at or near _ ploration is used in geology, it can land can be used to explain to land 
the principal point. also be used for the study of the — owners why the highway must go 

location of rights-of-way for rail- across their property. After the 
Uses of Aerial Photographs roads, highways, pipelines and highway is completed the aerial 

The value of aerial photographs transmission lines. In forestry stud- photographs in the form of a mo- 
or photo interpretation is, primar- ies, photogrammetry is used to saic can be used as control in mak- 
ily, the recognition of details on a study and classify the types of ing a highway map for the general 
photograph. The uses of aerial pho- wood. Measurement of trees canbe use of the public. 

tographs include mosaics, property done by the principle of relief dis- The photo-topographic, where 
ownership maps, photogram- placement as explained earlier. contour lines are placed on trans- 
metry in general engineering, The government has used photo- parent overlays of the photo- 
rural rehabilitation, land planning — grammetry to varying extents in graphs, may is becoming of more 
and housing and highway studies, the last 30 years to help in rural use in the development of map 
topographic maps, and soil survey rehabilitation and soil conserva- making. These maps are more 
maps. tion. The Tennessee Valley Au- meaningful to the layman who is 

In many cities and townships thority, for examples, needed maps not accustomed to looking at regu- 
property lines and records have be- to define boundaries, range and lar contour maps. Large cities can 
come confused and inaccurate. Be- township lines. Planimetric maps use this type of map for the plan- 
cause of increased property values made from aerial photograph mo- ning of subdivisions. 

and taxes, many people and even _ saics suited the purpose. The soils Another of the vastly increasing 
the government are getting cheated of the area were also surveyed with uses of aerial photographs is for 

out of just taxes. Some of these in- aerial photographs from which the soi] surveying. For the geologist or 
accuracies can be adjusted by the type of soil, slope of the ground, highway engineer, this is one of the 
use of aerial tax maps, because ev- _ erosion patterns and land uses of most inexpensive ways to take a 
ery parcel and building can be _ the fields were determined. Wood- oi] survey as land forms, soil 
measured and a more accurate rate —_ lands and forests were studied us- color, drainage system, gully sys- 
can be arrived at. Aerial tax maps ing aerial photographs. If photo- tems and shapes, vegetation and 

can be delivered in a few days, grammetry had not been perfected land use can be determined by 
whereas a ground survey map — the surveying needed for TVA aerial photograph examination. The 
might take months or years to com- might have taken a considerable identification of land forms and the 
plete, but exhaustive search and amount of time. topography of the land can show 
platting must be done on the pho- Cities, counties and planning (Continued on page 29) 
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Meteorological Ball 

By NORMAN JAHN 

ETEOROLOGICAL bal- disappears through the cloud ceil- loon may be the radiosonde, the 
M loons are the mainstay of — ing, the time is recorded and the — rawinsonde or some other instru- 

modern weather forecasting. height can be calculated. ment group, and a radar target and 
Without the use of balloons, the The pilot balloon — “pibal’” for parachute. Flights of this type are 

field of meteorology would be short—is used to determine wind called soundings. A radiosonde 
many decades or even centuries be- velocity and wind direction at vari- sounding records humidity and 

hind what it actually is. Fortu- ous altitudes. The pilot balloon is temperature while a rawinsonde 
nately, though, in 1782, two inflated to a specified volume of sounding records humidity, tem- 

Frenchmen, Joseph and Jacques gas for which the rate of ascension perature, and wind velocity and 

Montgolfier, observed that clouds is known. It is tracked with a theo- direction. This data is automati- 

floated in the sky without support dolite and the elevation and azi- cally and continuously transmitted 
and reasoned that if they could fill muth angles can be read directly to the ground by radio. At the 

a large enough bag with some kind from the scales. Calculation of the maximum altitude, the balloon 
of dust or smoke, it would float position by this method is subject bursts and the parachute assures an 

also. They were not surprised when to error due to thermal and terrain orderly descent. 
their smoke-filled balloon rose in currents. However, from a series of Advertising, surveying and artil- 
the air, even though their reason- known positions of the balloons at lery aiming points are the main 

ing was invalid. known times, the direction and uses of captive balloons which, as 
The first balloons ever sent up speed of the wind at all elevations _ their name implies, are flown while 

were very crude paper bags, var- can be calculated. still secured by a strong flying line. 
nished for added strength. Natural For more accurate results, two They are manufactured from spe- 

rubber followed and has served the theodolites can be used. If the dis- cially compounded latices which 
longest as a material for construct- tance between the instruments is enable them to fly aloft for many 
ing balloons. With the cut in nat- known, triangulation can be used days under adverse conditions. 

ural rubber during World War II, to determine the exact position of They are more resistant to the de- 

it was necessary to find a new the balloon at a given time. By structive effect of sunlight and to 
material as a substitute. Polyethe- using this method, the lift of the diffusion of gas than free-flight 
lene, a synthetic rubber, was de- balloon is not critical because the balloons. 

veloped and has proven superior to ascension rate is determined from A specific type of captive balloon 
natural rubber. Just recently plas- the position of the balloon. which is used for meteorological 
tic balloons have been used with The sounding balloon is the most purposes is the Kytoon. It has been 

excellent results. widely used balloon in meteorol- developed for vertical stability in 
ogy. Although simple as it may — winds of up to 30 miles per hour. 

Rubber Balloons seem, the sounding balloon re- The Kytoon is an air-foil balloon, 
Effective weather forecasting de- quires accurate designing and engi- shaped like a zeppelin, which com- 

mands a great deal of information neering, and elaborate care in bines free lift with air-foil shape, 

about the atmosphere. The use of | manufacturing. It is much larger thus providing stable flight despite 
balloons has solved the problem of than either the ceiling balloon or — wind. The outer casing of the sci- 
supplementing the surface informa- the pibal because it has to carry entific Kytoon is made of special 
tion with data from intermediate, a payload to a predetermined alti- nylon cloth with light-weight cot- 

high and very high altitudes. A tude and at a predetermined rate ton balloon cloth for tail fins. Re- 
variety of rubber balloons have — of ascent. The weight of the bal-  placeable neoprene bladders hold 
been designed, each type having a loon should be as small as possible, the lifting gas. Struts hold the fins 
special purpose. since each unnecessary gram of — of the Kytoon taut and erect, at 

The ceiling balloon, smallest of | weight sacrifices precious altitude. the same time keeping the entire 
all meteorological balloons, is used Also if the weight of the balloon is structure under tension, thus assur- 
to determine cloud height. The bal- not evenly distributed, it will not ing that the Kytoon will maintain 
loon is released and an observer travel evenly as it rises. it streamline shape, even with a 

times the ascent. When the balloon The payload of the sounding bal- slight diffusion of gas. 
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Over the years, many balloons the weights which just counter- to maintain equal pressure inside 
have been developed for special balance the lift of the gas. The and outside the balloon wall. Since 
jobs that sounding and captive bal- _ gross lift is the weight of the unin- the amount of lifting gas decreases 
loons could not do. There are two- _ flated_ balloon and_ the payload. —_ with height, the ascension rate also 
necked balloons for extra heavy — Correct inflation is achieved when decreases until a point is reached 

payloads, heavy walled balloons all three components are taken where the gas in the balloon is just 
for extra strength in high winds, into consideration. enough to hold the balloon in the 
balloons designed for fast rates of ; air. By flying at a constant level, a 
rise, balloons which will fly ata Plastic Balloons horizontal wind profile can be 
Gonstisnt level, radar reflecting: bal: The modern plastic balloon, in made instead of a vertical profile. 

eset LE. its short history, has become a rec- Heat balance affects the ascent, 
Production and Inflation of ognized vehicle a UPPEt SEOs float, stability and descent of the 

the Balloons phere research operations. The or- balloon vehicle. In addition to the . iginal plastic stratosphere balloon surrounding air t crature. bal 
Meteorological balloons are spe- was designed to carry a load of 70 surrounding air tempera MITE, (Dl 

cifically engineered to give the pounds to an altitude of 100,000 loons are affected by radiation 
most efficient balloon possible in feet, or above approximately 90% temperature. The volume of the 
keeping with low production costs. of the atmosphere. Now plastic balloon is a function of the density 
A aint af neoprene ae is depos. balloons are carrying loads of up E hs a oe —— the 
ited on the outside of a mold, or to 7,500 pounds. reight, while the density is a func- 

mal hn he Bisel Un the adent of the plate of the temperate esecAN PEC y 7 balloon, small rubber balloons . while still wet and immediately in- it f aivens : Construction 
flated with air to the desired fin- WERE ine Means. OF Con meting: at Most plastic ball e 25 
ished size. The balloon is dried mospheric research, fo a limited Most blastic paSons “Bre pres: while inflated and once dry, it degree. The expensive rubberized- ently made using polyethelenc film. 
holds that shape 2 fabric balloons were reserved for The thickness of the sections of 

mee . manned flights; however, because film to be used depends on the 
wee muy of pec of the expense, manned flights type of construction, type of launch 
There are no seams to dr out. were abandoned after the 1930's. and amount of handling. In gen- 

veak ed hil it saci Bal. With the coming of the new, inex- eral, the balloon design should em- 
Joon of aes a SPEND: 2 pensive and more easily launched ploy the thinnest film which will 

ns of this type have long, small plastic balloon, manned flights be- ic I eauié : and diameter necks which make tying came practical again ° id = a ae ce eens 
easy. The great strength and elas- <i oo a. . stil perform reliably. e sections 
ticity of the Neoprene latex used in The non-extensible plastic bal- are sealed together by one of two 
niet orale cal balloons make it loons fall into two main categories, processes — thermal pressure or 

possible to build balloons with ex- superpressure balloons and zero thermal no-pressure, With the 
tremely thin walls, thus assuring — Pressure balloons. thermal pressure process, the sec- 
balloons of minimum weight and A superpressure balloon is a tions are pressed together and 
greatest advantage in lifting force. closed cell in which the internal heated, melting them together. 

Meteorological balloons are in- 8 pressure is greater than that of | With the thermal no-pressure proc- 
flated with either hydrogen or the surrounding air pressure. At a ess, sections are held together with 
helium. Hydrogen has a slightly | constant density altitude, the vol- just enough air pressure as they 
greater lifting force than helium, is © Ume remains constant while pass through the hot jets. The lat- 
much cheaper and can be found changes in internal gas tempera- ter process has been found much 
in all parts of the world. Hydrogen, ture are reflected by changes in in- more satisfactory because there is 
however, is highly combustible and ternal pressure according to the no extrusion of the film to weaken 
burns explosively when mixed with perfect gas laws. Since these the seal. 

air. changes can result in high enve- Mylar, another plastic, is theo- 
When inflating the balloon, the lope stress, the SUPETDIessure bal- retically better than polyethelene; 

neck of the balloon is fitted over loons must be built with materials its strength is about ten times that 
the nozzle of the gas line and in- having high tensile strength. Their of polyethelene. It is also thinner, 
flated slowly until the gas just lifts biggest disadvantage, therefore, 1s withstands colder tempe ratures 
the balloon, nozzle and weights. To that they burst at or before ceiling and can be fabricated using special 

determine the amount of weight to altitude, thermoplastic adhesives. Even with 
attach when filling or to determine The zero pressure balloon is one this, Mylar balloons have had a 
the ascention rate, the following in which the internal pressure is very poor record of reliability. 
formula is used: approximately equal to the sur- Since the film has an extremely 

Ascension Rate = rounding air pressure. The zero high tensile strength, the tolerances 
, eee pressure balloon is used mainly for — in manufacturing become more : 
¥ Free Lift (Grams) constant level flights in which the critical. The sections are smaller, 

133 5 ———————-——__alloon is released and rises in the requiring more handling when 
1 Gross Lift (Grams ) air. As the pressure decreases with manufacturing. The greatest deter- 

where free lift is the weight of the height, the gas in the balloon ex- rent to the use of Mylar is its low 
nozzel, the uninflated balloon and pands and some of it is forced out tear resistance. Folding it sharply 
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will develop small pinholes which from the spherical point of view top portion is a sphere and the 

in turn, develop into tears. and it was found that theoretically, bottom portion is a cone. Balloons 

Research and Developments spherical balloons should rise much of this design seem to incur a large 
P ; faster than they did. Failure to at- number of failures due to bursts at 

Military requirements exist for tain this rate was attributed tode- or near ceiling altitude. 

the development of meteorological formation of the tops of balloons x. — . 
3 : 2 _ . . vse Neoprene expansible-type _ bal- 

sounding balloons capable of as- due to insufficient internal pres- ingae Have been empetl 1 with 

cending more rapidly than conven- sure. To remedy this, thicker OOns: HAVE DEEN expetimentec with 

tional balloons, Faster rising bal- walled balloons were investigated. and a process which has given 

loons are needed to obtain data As a result, much higher rates of good results is known as the gel- 

more rapidly, to obtain data more — ascent were attained but the adhered process. In this process, 

directly over a station, and to re- amount of gas necessary to do this the tops of two spherical balloons 

duce errors in tracking equipment. made it impractical. are cemeted together while in- 

The problem of increasing the Plastic balloons have been built flated. The air is then let out of one 

ascension rate was first studied to a “spherecone” shape where the of the balloons and it is used as a 
tail section. 

a en The University of Michigan has 

rig Co. .  - = developed a balloon design called 

>, oe pe -. 8 Natural Shape with Fabric Weight 

ea ay ww fe en a in which there is essentially zero 

ee err ee? Ne Ki circumferential stress in the enve- 

. it rere eo = @ ( Lo lope material. By developing a bal- 

_— d) ao oc = Bai Ey NPE Gee loon with a natural shape, the 
. a _ i ae \i ' | ee sone fale) ye a fae characteristics would be the same 

ro KY " vy ae wr Lita! ye = aq a as a free-flying balloon without a 

Bo Eg ae Ow Bee ao. i ee payload. 
en A os ee ree ales a s spheri : ‘ 
ee re A eg op. | a |e A smooth, spherical balloon is 

ee nn ee a | t suitable for measuring detailed 
he ee a eee geo 

La 2 ee chm ee a wind profiles. For a sphere moving 

_——- a - 7s a a Wd - nm vertically in a horizontal wind, the 

oo ee ee UU ey oS \ a forces which act on it are bouy- 
ge es te. a i we | ancy, gravity, drag and lift. The 

Pe ia: . Qa aN. (i if Be forces of bouyancy and gravity re- 

i ao eT aiid yo a NN od :. i main constant throughout the flight 

oe nee Aig) fog ; Vs eee ee while the drag and lift forces may 

Cy Le ae ig Pvt ha a | be highly erratic and may affect the 

Ke aM et fo : a et aa | motion of the balloon. It was found 

A eee act Hea eS tay CE Pe | that the induced motions due to 
ul iH ‘ " brary ve ee sis al PS | the aerodynamics of the sphere can 

ee os peel PN e/a wie be reduced by stabilizing the drag 

BUGLO ot prt IN I ley tog a | force and reducing the lift force. 

RES Be, ee ONE. 4 By) | The drag force was reduced by 
sem oo AE EE tas SEES | lacing surface roughness elements 

Why strength is so important | (paper cups) on a superpressure 

. | plastic balloon. On August 15, 

to satellites ane and sewer pipe | 1963, a series of balloon flights 

| were made at Cape Kennedy and 
To withstand the fantastic force applied to it during launch, a satellite must be tracked by radar. Included in these 

exceptionally strong. Strength must be an inherent part of its design and manu- flights were roughened balloons, 

facture nee and, it must retain this strength. . ly called Jimspheres with 

So it is with sanitary sewer pipe. The health of a community depends to a large common y calle Pp > 

extent on how well municipal sanitary sewers and house sewers do their job. They a varying nuftben of SUP and 

must not fail because of inadequate pipe strength. Strength must be an inherent smooth balloons varying in_ size. 

part of the pipe. | The roughened balloons give a 

Strength is an integral part of Dickey Perma-Line Clay Pipe. It’s built right | more constant value for wind speed 
in. Nothing can take it away. The pipe body is so dense, there is strength to | _ than the same size smooth balloon. 
spare in all sizes, from 4-inch through 36-inch diameters. | On March 31, 1964, Warren 

And the patented Dickey Coupling is a perfect work-mate for Dickey Perma- | ng 4 #raduaté student at the 

Line Glazed Pipe. This Coupling is made of the finest material available ... Jo nnson, a grad el cs ue ent @ 

urethane. Together, this Coupling and Dickey Perma-Line Pipe University of Wisconsin, began a 
assure you strong, tight, low-cost sewers. small scale study of the effect of 

=p | paper cups on the stability of pilot 

= icke | balloons. The complete results have 

VY sanitary glazed clay pipe | not been determined yet, but it 

If it's made of clay it’s good ... if it's made by Dickey it's better could be seen from observation 

W.S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. Birmingham, Alabama « Fi.Dodge,lowa + Kansas City, Missourl | that, even in a strong wind, the 

Meridian, Mississippi * St. Louis, Missouri * San Antonio, Texas * Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas _ (Continued on page 33) 
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“Company capability is measured by the genius of its people... and the tools at their disposal” 

k 

nugs 
6 

ith t th 

Blue-sky theorizing is essential to engineering. In electronics), Electron Optics, Engineering Phys- 
fact, it is the ignition point for all technological ics, Fluid Dynamics, Heat Transfer, Hydraulics, 
achievement. But the best ideas in and out of this Instrumentation, Mechanics, Metallurgy, Physical 
world can fail if the proving ground, the testing Chemistry, Servomechanisms, Structures, Stress 
lab, or the constructive cynicism of mature co- Analysis, Thermodynamics. Working in Project 
professionals aren't available to question an idea Task Forces, the men involved multiply their 
or a product's ultimate function. [] Engineers knowledge by mixing intelligence and constantly 
working without these facilities wind up talking communicating problems .. . and solutions. [] 
only to themselves — and there’s a word for that Available as tools to our engineers are Divisional 
condition. Hamilton Standard management long facilities of over 1.5 million square feet. These 
ago recognized that in the marketplaces of the facilities have established Hamilton Standard as 
aerospace industry, a company’s ability to pro- a world leader in contributing to state-of-the-art 
duce a workable article is largely measured by advances in vibrations, aerodynamics, hydraulics, 
two basic criteria: the genius of its people... and and control dynamics, among others. A recently 
the physical resources at their immediate dis- | completed space simulator for manned missions 
posal. Hamilton Standard is the ‘‘compleat” en- will further advance the state-of-the-art in life sup- 
gineering organization. The company is a unique port systems, when Division engineers outfitted 
blend of many advanced projects, specialized in our space suits conduct tests at a simulated 
engineering skills... plus exceptional research, altitude of approximately 1,500,000 feet. [1] If you 
laboratory and manufacturing facilities. [] Pres- | would like to know more about our equal opportun- 
ent projects involve environmental control sys- ity company, including graduate study programs 
tems, engine controls, starters and turbomachin- ...and the kind of countryside Connecticut living 
ery, air induction controls, propellers, electron enjoyed by Hamilton families... write to Mr. 
beam technology, ground support equipment, Timothy K. Bye, Supervisor of College Relations, 
electronics, thrust vector controls, bioscience Windsor Locks, Connecticut, or see your Place- 
research and spacecraft life support systems. ment Office for an appointment with our repre- 
This broad product range requires, obviously, an sentative when he visits your campus.[—___] 
engineering team with a wide variety of engineer- 
ing skills. [] The group of over one thousand . . 
graduate engineers and technicians are skilled in Ham I Iton U n ited 
such disciplines as Aerodynamics, Cryogenics, BE Or . 
Control Dynamics, Electronics (including Micro- Standa rd Aircraft 
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3 e * Qi c m7 . 7 Barbel is 20 years old, 5’—7” tall and weighs 125. 3 =75 wing ae 
tistios i ‘ ee oF] Other vital statistics include: (37-23-37). — a ee a 

She likes swimming, water skiing and, needless 4 \ J oe oe 
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Jim Brown, Northwestern University, '62, came with This training, together with formal college engi- 
Western Electric because he had heard about the Com- _ neering studies, has given Jim the ability to develop 
pany’s concern for the continued development of its his talents to the fullest extent. His present responsi- 
engineers after college graduation. bilities include the soiution of engineering problems 

Jim has his degree in industrial engineering and is in the manufacture of moly-permalloy core rings, a 
continuing to learn and grow in professional stature component used to improve the quality of voice 
through Western Electric’s Graduate Engineering transmission. 
Training Program. The objectives and educationa! phi- If you set the highest standards for yourself, enjoy 
losophy of this Program are in the best of academic a challenge, and have the qualifications we’re looking 
traditions, designed for both experienced and new for — we want to talk to you! Opportunities exist now 
engineers. for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers, 

Like other Western Electric engineers, Jim started and for physical science, liberal arts and business 
out in this Program with a six-week course to help in majors. For more information, get your copy of the 
the transition from the classroom to industry. Since Western Electric Career Opportunities bookiet from 
then, Jim Brown has continued to take courses that your Placement Officer. And be sure to arrange for an 
will help him keep up with the newest engineering interview when the Bell System recruiting team visits 
techniques in communications. your campus. 

Wesfern Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER u 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities © Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S. 
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. 0 Teletype Corp.. Skokie, Ill.. Little Rock, Ark. ( General Headquarters, New York City 
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CAN 
WORLD ADOPTS NEW STANDARD on its axis. A clock was used to re- agreed upon to define the second— 

OF TIME late the instant of meridian cross- called the ephemeris second — as 
. oak ing for each individual star to the 1/31, 556, 925, 9747 of the time 

Atomic Definition of Second 2 weet . a aiken 5 aps . 
; instant of crossing for other stars. taken by the earth to orbit the sun 

Replaces Astronomical B sans of a long series of ob- Jurine the tropical year 1900. AL y means of a long series of ob during the tropical year LA 
An atomic definition of the sec- servations, the rate of the clock though very exactly stated, this 

ond, the international unit of time. could be related to the earth’s rota- definition could not be realized by 
was authorized at 1725 Paris time. tion. The earth itself thus became astronomical observations with 

October 8, by the Twelfth General the timekeeper and the clock was anything like the precision implied 
Conference of Weights and Meas- used to interpolate the intervals of by so many digits. 
ures, meeting in Paris. The Inter- time between meridan crossings of In the 1950's, research on certain 
national Committee on Weights different stars. atomic transitions indicated that 

and Measures, acting for the Con- Pendulum clocks, some of which the oscillations associated with 
ference, temporarily based the defi- exhibit a stability of performance them could be realized with great 
nition on an invariant transition of to within a few thousandths of a repeatability. One of them, a hy- 
the cesium atom in expectation of second per day, were employed for perfine transition in the cesium 

a more exact definition in the fu- this purpose until quartz crystal atom, was related to the ephemeris 
ture. The new definition replaces oscillators, having even greater sta- second with an estimated accuracy 
the definition of a second based on bility, were developed for time- of about two parts in a billion. 

the annual orbit of the earth interval measurements. Neither of | Measurements made with two dif- 
around the sun. these devices, however, maintains ferent instruments, perfected by R. 

The action taken increases the a rate which is as constant as that C. Mockler and R. E. Beechler 
accuracy of time measurements to of the earth. working under J. M. Richardson at 
a part in one hundred billion, an Prior to 1956 the second was de- the NBS Boulder laboratories, 
accuracy two hundred times greater fined as one 86,400th part of the agreed with each other much more 

than that formerly achieved by as- time required for an average rota- precisely than the measurements 
tronomical means. Moreover, these tion of the earth on its axis with made with either instrument could 
measurements can be accurately respect to the sun. Nevertheless. be related to the ephermeris sec- 
determined in a few minutes, as long before this date astronomers ond. This agreement—found to be 
compared to the many years re- became acutely aware of irregular- to six parts in 10', that is, six parts 

quired to achieve an accuracy only _ ities in the earth’s rotation as com- in a million million—means that if 
one-hundredth as good by astro- pared with the orbital motion of two clocks are controlled separ- 
nomical means. the moon about the earth, the earth —_ ately by these two instruments, and 

In the past, the unit of time had about the sun, and various other if there are no other sources of 
been established by astronomers planetary motions. error, the clocks will differ by only 
observing the movement of. stars Thus in 1956 an improved ar- one second after running — five 

across the sky as the earth rotates rangement was internationally thousand years. 
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NO TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY! That six foot two inch man with the safety helmet is standing next to the world’s largest dipper 
——at the business end of the world’s largest mobile land machine, a strip mining shovel manufactured by the Bucyrus-Erie Com- 
pany, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

The dipper devours over 140 cubic yards, or 250 tons, of earth with one bite and releases its load as far as 400 feet away. 
This earth, called overburden in mining parlance, is set aside and the veins of coal are exposed for other shovels—about 1/10th 
the size—to remove. 
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Campus News Briefs 
AIAA BEING ORGANIZED 

A Student Branch of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 

is being organized at the present. Anyone interested in these fields is invited 
to call the Acting Chairman, Joe Movizzo, 255-7347, for details. 

AIM PROGRAM TO BEGIN 

A. state-wide program aimed at keeping young engineers on the job in 

Wisconsin is being sponsored by the University of Wisconsin. 

Wisconsin engineers will be able to update their professional education 

and earn a master’s degree while on the job under the plan of the University’s 

Articulated Instructional Media (AIM) program. 

“Under this new program Wisconsin firms will be in a better position to 

offer the young engineer the opportunity for continuing his education as well 

as a job,” said Prof, Edward Obert, chairman of the University’s mechanical 
engineering department and author of the AIM engineering program. 

“The lack of educational facilities for continual upgrading of engineers 
in Wisconsin has serious implications for our state’s industrial and research 
program,” Prof, Obert said. “The young man who wants to begin work and con- 

tinue his education is in many cases forced to take a job with an out-of-state 
company since he cannot take college courses while he is on the job.” 

The AIM mechanical engineering program is an expansion of a project 

already underway in La Crosse. The state-wide program will be in operation 

in February. 

AIM students will come to the Wisconsin campus in Madison to enroll in 
courses, plan a program, and meet a faculty advisor. Each student will receive 
regular course texts and study materials. 

During the semester the student will maintain close contact with his pro- 
fessor through a regular weekly telephone hookup. The professor also will make 
several trips to the student’s home during the semester to check his program 
in the course and provide individual counseling. 

Students in the program will take mid-semester and final examinations with 
students on the Madison campus who are enrolled in the same course and 
attending regular classes. University professors will teach the courses and grade 

each student's progress. 

Courses offered the second semester include automatic controls, taught by 
Prof, John G. Bollinger, and nuclear power engineering, by Prof. M. M. El-Wakil. 

Students have the option of taking 18 credits of course work in mechanical 

engineering and doing a thesis, or 30 credits of course work without a thesis to 

fulfill requirements for the advanced degree. 

The engineering program is one of several sponsored by AIM, a four-year 

experiment designed to provide university courses and credits to persons unable 

to spend lengthy periods on the Wisconsin campus. An AIM student who is a 

Wisconsin resident can earn from 13 to 16 credits for $150, the regular Univer- 

sity resident fee for a semester. 

For more information on the program, write or call AIM, 228 Wisconsin 

Center, the University of Wisconsin, Madison 53706 (262-2354), or Prof. Edward 

Obert, Mechanical Engineering Bldg., the University of Wisconsin, Madison, 

53706 (262-3543). 
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Colonel Lloyd L. Rall (CE °40), formerly Deputy Director of 
Photography, in the Office of the Chief of Army Engineers, recently 
assumed the duties of Director of an Army Engineer Research and 
Development Authority at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. 

Ensign Ronald W. Elonen (CE ’61) was recently promoted to 
Lieutenant (j.g.) in the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. He has been 
serving aboard the ship “Surveyor”, which is homeported at Seattle, 
Washington. 

SCHOLARSHIPS 

All applications for engineering scholarships must be completed 
and submitted by February 1, 1965. It might be wise to find out if 
you qualify, NOW! 

PREPARE FOR APRIL 2ND 

We remind you that you may be able to earn some extra cash if 
you can put on a good show for the Engineering Exposition. Check 
the bulletin boards or call Dean Taylor, 257-4901, for details. 

Sn Memoriam 
We were saddened by the loss of an educator, friend and engi- 

neer, Charles A. Gilpin, Professor of Mechanical Engineering. Our 
deepest sympathy is extended to his loved ones. 
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TAKE A LOOK AT TOMORROW! 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S EXPERIMENTAL GAS TURBINE SUPERHIGHWAY TRUCK 

ANTICIPATES THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY NETWORK OF THE 1970's. 

A new era in trucking is almost here. When the 41,000-mile national highway network is completed it will be 

possible for the first time to schedule coast to coast, big payload hauling. Ford Motor Company's answer to 

the challenge is this experimental tractor-trailer combination. A tandem axle drive tractor, powered by 

a 600 hp gas turbine engine permits a cruising speed of 70 miles per hour, a non-stop range of 600 miles. 

Designed for long-distance, non-stop operation, the two-man cab includes sleeping facilities, fold-away table, 

lavatory, toilet, oven, refrigerator and TV for the co-driver—with over 6’3” of headroom. Because of its 

cruising speed, the truck will be compatible with the normal passenger car flowrate of traffic. 

Other unique features are its odorless exhaust and extremely quiet operation. 

Anticipating the opportunities and needs of the future is standard practice at Ford Motor Company. 

That's why it's such an exciting place to work. Look to Ford Motor Company for a career with growth potentia: 

and satisfaction—from pure science to manufacturing ... marketing to labor relations. 

THERE’S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH... Cp MOTOR COMPANY 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Stereo Sound Recording provide hi-fidelity with almost no plastic soil; and a lack of a drain- (Conti static or background noise. 
ontinued from page 14) : . age pattern shows a porous mate- 

Intensity—The volume of a sound wave. ial. The st e of ll Ree é 
- ase—The difference between the crest . . SA a 

Ph The diff s ria. e shape of gully systems 
Conclusion of one wave and the crest of another. also shows soil material. Sand and The cost of stereo systems and — Stylus—The technical name for the gravels are characterized by short 

recordings is still relatively high, needle vin aieartridye. V-shaped gullies while silts and but it is dropping as more improve. __Teeter—A loudspeaker intended to re- clays have rounded V-shaped gul- 
ments are being made and as pub- produce very high Frequencies. lies. Little can be said about the 
lic acceptance builds. Because W oe eee ae ieee to re- interpretation of vegetation on an 
stereo is the closest approximation Directional Microphone — pl aol BOOCOEIEDE aaceyt fist . ja nN _— 1C) = + ag i 2 e i e to actual sound available, people that records sounds diree‘ly ahead of Changes in vegetation show 
will turn to stereo in increasing it with more intensity than sounds to changes in soil. Land use can be 
numbers, Stereo has already taken the side, utilized mainly in fara country if over the position that hi-fi held a the agricultural practices of the 
few years ago. Air Photographs area are known. 

Beyond present stereo, the next (Continued from page 17) Soil maps of the area can usually 
advances will be made with 3- the type of parent material, such as be ae Pe mie ell the: tntoemne- 
channel stereo and then with tape- sedimentary deposits, glacial de- tion hs obiamned som IHN HUB 
recorded stereo. posits and land forms like drum- graphs. 

lins and kames in glacial areas, Conclusion 
GLOSSARY wind-blown sand dunes and sink- As we have seen, the use of aerial 

AM—Abbreviation for amplitude modu- holes in limestone and clay shale photographs has become increas- 
lation, This type of transmission is hills. Organic and fine material ap- ingly important. Photographs can used by regular broadcast stations, aaa si . 5 C « . nee a pears dark in the photos and coarse be used for soil surveys, highway 

Distortion—the amequal amplification of material appears light. Drainage studies, land planning, ownership 
signals of different frequencies, There patterns which are visibl oO ane ] ; i s 
is generally a band of frequencies that wert | ews. § a Starts mes: anc’ engineering in general. are uniformly amplified and frequen. ®€tial views, show the type of rock — The determination of scale, the cies above and below this band are and bedding. A dendritic pattern ground co-ordinates of a point, the 
amplified less. indicates flat lying beds; a trellis flying height and the relief dis- 

FM—Abbreviation for frequency modu- pattern shows a golded or tilted placement on a photograph can 
lation. This type of transmission can bed; an irregular pattern shows a also be determined. 

a cNG VALS 12 WG DRMTE E07 NW CN, TONS a 3 2 © 2 © 6» om 
. Caton wat rao «a 

sees SA mon» 
Prepare now for your future in highway i FT] LTT es . . ga > ae engineering...get the facts on The Asphalt | : I | Besse. 

7 , . Zs rea aT | et Institute’s new computer-derived method at | Lt ee — = ES [= = P= Bo SI for determining structural design of Asphalt | ey Sf LEE | 3 Lt C fit pavements for roads and streets Ba of 
3 nS es ea 

Today, as more and more states turn to modern Deep- | ? rs * Ce ——— 
Strength* Asphalt pavement for their heavy-duty highways, | 3" se & <a ° EQUIVALENT SUBSTTUTIONS May BE MADE | 
county and local roads, there is a growing demand for engi- | ="EEE" 7] _ |) ks oscntten cucerein ‘ a i ia  TRAFRC PERO 16 TWENTY YEARS neers with a solid background in the fundamentals of Asphalt vet TOP TT 
technology and construction. 
Help to prepare yourself now for this challenging future by Thickness Design Charts like this (from the MS-1 manual) 

getting the latest information on the new Thickness Design abies that ae Sigh Steer eee ee ioe: Uhischart 
Method developed by The Asphalt Institute. Based on exten- over-all Aspiiale BAVEMEGE THIBlness cite edn Sive statistical evaluations performed on the IBM 1620 and projected traffic weight and known soil conditions. 
the mammoth IBM 7090 computers, accurate procedures for [Tt 5 
determining road and street i me developed structural requirements have THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE I 

- . 
Coll All the facts on this new method are contained in The As- ms _ mre mangle | phalt Institute's Thickness Design manual (MS-1). This help- Fidllog ond ee hrohee none lbraty on Asphalt con- | j . truct i i ful manual and much other valuable information are included new Thickness Design Method. ee NG 

in the free student library on Asphalt construction and tech- | , | nology now offered by The Asphalt Institute. Write us today. | Name Class — | 
*Asphalt Surface on Asphalt Base sur School | SERS 

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE (@\) | 5. 
College Park, Maryland tay L = State } rnisSs —- ed 
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If you are afflicted with the divine discontent which 

‘ is always seeking better ways to do things, you'll 

be in the mainstream at Douglas. We're working 

1Scon él on some of the most exciting programs of tomor- 

row: new commercial jets...the biggest jet trans- 

port in the world...the S-IV and S-IVB stages of 

the moon-bound Saturn...more powerful Delta's, 

the world’s most reliable space booster... manned 

orbiting space laboratories... many new defense 

systems. We've a lot to offer: advancement as fast ou as 

as you qualify for it; nearby universities and a fine 

scholarship program; outstanding facilities and Send t 

fine associates. You won't be jumping over the end YOUrTESUME tO. 

e e moon, like the Mother Goose bovine pictured, but S.A. Amestoy, Box 693-X 

we might have you figuring out ways to get there Corporate Offices 

and beyond. Contact us. We are an equal oppor- Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. 

tunity employer. Santa Monica, California 
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JIM DAVIS, CH.E., GEORGIA TECH '59 LEON HARBOLD, MET.E., LEHIGH '59 DENNIS WITMER, CH.E., MARYLAND ’61 
-Jim is a salesman in our Chicago —Leon's many assignments around -—An engineer at our research labora- 
District. His technical training has the open hearths at our Sparrows tories in Bethlehem, Pa., Dennis is 
been a valuable asset in selling steel Point, Md., Plant led to his latest pro- | shown using a microprobe to study 
products. motion as Assistant to the Superin- corrosion-resistant coatings on sheet 

tendent of #3 Open Hearth. steel. 
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FRED EWING, C.E., CARNEGIE TECH ’60 FRANK PERETIN, E.E., PITT ’60 BILL BALLEK, M.E., LAFAYETTE ’62 
—Fred is a turn foreman, super- —As an engineer in the Johnstown, Pa., —As turn foreman in the Bethlehem 
vising a force of 130 men in the rod Plant Electrical Department, Frank’s Plant forge shop, Bill supervises 
and wire mills at our Sparrows Point, duties involve power generation and hammer forge and mechanical press 
Md., Plant, the nation’s largest steel distribution, drive systems, and elec- _ operations. He also coordinates qual- 
plant. tronic controls. ity control for the entire shop. 

These alert young men are a few of the many recent graduates who joined the 
Bethlehem Loop Course, one of industry’s best-known management development 
programs. Want more information? We suggest you read our booklet. “Careers 
with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” Pick up a copy at your Placement 
Office, or write to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa. 

An equal opportunity employer 
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“PRINTABLES” 

Lecturer: If I talk too long, it’s 
because I forgot my watch and 
there’s no clock in this hall. 

Voice from the audience: There’s 
Professor (pointing to a cigarette a calendar behind you. 

on the floor): “Jones, is this yours?” 
Jones (pleasantly): “Not at all, a 8 

EE: “I hear the administration is sir, You saw it first.” Little Sheldon seemed to be en- 
trying to stop drinking.” o # 4 joying himself thoroughly at the 

ME: “That so? First thing you Tourist Guide: “We are now zoo with his father. As they were 
know they'll be trying to make the _ passing the largest brewery in the — looking at the lions, however, a 
students stop too.” United States.” troubled look came over the boy’s 

o 8 6 EE: “Why?” face and his father asked him what 

A college student arrived at the e © & was the matter. 
Pearly Gates where St. Peter asked The M.E. instructor held the “I was just wondering, Daddy. 
him who he was. When told he chisel against the rusted bolt. He In case a lion breaks loose and 
was a pre-med, St. Peter said, “Go looked at the M.E. student and eats you, what number bus do I 

to the Devil.” said, “When I nod my head you take home?” 
Some time later a pre-law stu- hit it.” es 8 6 

dent arrived and upon being asked They're burying him at noon 
who he was, replied that he was a today. The weird scientist looked over 
pre-law student. He was told to es 9 8 reports on his life-preserving tonic. 
go to Hades. The eager relatives gathered for “Hmmmmm,” he mused, “I see 

The third student arrived at the the reading of the will. It con- where my elixir has had its first 

Pearly Gates with his slide rule, tained one. sentence, “Being of failure—a ninety-cight-year-old 
when asked who he was, he re- sound mind, I spent every damn woman. Ahhhh, but what’s this? 
plied, “I'm an engineer.” Where- cent { had” . They saved the baby.” 
upon St. Peter said, “Come in, son, ee a 

you've been through Hell already.” ; eee 

oe 8 Professor: A fool can ask more A student in our night-school 
Ivan Papalosky liked to know all questions than a wise man can Glass protested to the instructor 

about the employees who toiled in ae eadents “No wonder so many that, although he hadn't missed a 
his business. One dav he came fs ? an) class, a notice had been mailed to 
upon a new young man who was students fail your exams. him stating that he had been ab- 
dexterously counting out a wad of ne sent for three nights. After check- 
the firm’s cash. NROTC Student: “I haven't a ing his records, the instructor 
“Where did you get your finan- pencil or paper for the exam.” agreed that an error had been 

cial training, young man?” he Lieutenant: “What would you made and assured the student he 
asked, think of a soldier who went into a would straighten it out with the 

“Yale,” answered the young man. battle without a gun or ammuni- dean. 
“Fine” he said. “And what’s tion?” “It’s not the dean I’m worried 

your name?” Student: “d think he was an about,” said the student. “Who’s 
~Yackson.” officer.” going to explain it to my wife?” 
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Meteorological Balloons ) 
(Continued from page 20) 

roughened balloons were much 
more stable than the smooth ones. 1965 
The smooth balloons bobbed up 
and down next to the roughened e ° ee 
ones which seemed to be virtually U W E 2 S E p 
suspended in the sky. n ineerin xX osition 

Better weather forecasting is im- 
perative. Shipping, aviation, indus- APRIT 1-4 1965 
try and commerce as well as mech- “ ’ . 
anized farming are all increasingly 

dependent on reliable weather Student Exhibits in the Following Categories 
forecasts. Better performance bal- 
loons are necessary to meet these 

demands. The ret versions of 1. INDIVIDUAL STUDENT 
streamline balloons are capable of 
providing flight performance 2. STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
equivalent to that of the older ver- 
sions and are considerably easier 3. GRADUATE STUDENTS 
to inflate, launch and_ handle. 
Roughened balloons will find their 
place in Meteorology when they 4. STUDENT GROUP (Two or more) 
can be produced easily and 
cheaply and are proven superior to 5. CRAFTSMANSHIP (Something made, 
spherical balloons. New inflation b ifically £ ition) 
shelters are being constructed so ut not specifically for Exposition 
that balloons can be inflated and 
released in the strongest winds, * 
thereby significantly improving . 
balloon reliability. Cash Awards and Trophies for Best Exhibits 

Little progress has been made 
in the last 50 years for predicting * 
weather more than three or four 
days in advance. Rockets and satel- INFORMATION POSTED IN ENGINEERING BUILDING 
lites are being used for upper at- 
mosphere research but their use is or 
still very limited. Balloons remain Call DEAN TAYLOR, 257—4901 
the Meteorologist’s main tool for 
probing the atmosphere. 

THE ENGINEER'S PSALM 
Dr. ——— is my instructor; ————_ 

I shall not pass. 

He maketh me to exhibit mine Ss U & Ss Cc R i B E N O W 
ignorance before the whole class. 

He telleth me more than I can 

ge iss BE INFORMED e lowereth my grade. 
Yea, though I walk through the 

corridors of knowledge, I do not The Wisconsin Engineer 

learn. 333 Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 
He tries to teach me; Madison, Wisconsin 53706 
He writeth the equations before 

me in hopes that I will under- 
stand them. FUGIMG cin cence: = ceemoramimir = tancimensetcicimsaceninicieimis 

He bombardeth my head with 
integrations, Street -.....------------.---..--------.-. ---.----- - 

My sliderule freezeth up, 
Surely enthalpies and entropies City, State and Zip Code ___-_.____----------------------- 

shall follow me all the day of 1 year $1.25 
my life, 

And T shall dwell in the College 4 years $4.00 [] 
of Engineering forever. 
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Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac- outstanding cultural and educational environment. 

turer of automatic controls for any and all fluids, gases Type of work: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to 

or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is interested 

growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively in design and development, research and test, sales 
steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million or manufacturing 

to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years). | | , . 

See chart above. Our products—control valves, pres- Advancement: Coupled with Fisher s policy to promote 
sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments— from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow- 
are key elements in industrial automation. ing company within a growing industry. 

Location: Fisher is basically an ‘Engineering’? com- If a growing company’ like ours appeals to you, consult 
pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant lowa your placement office or write directly to Mr. John 

community of 22,000. It’s less than 10 minutes to the Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV- 

modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, lowa. 
any home in Marshalltown. The community has an An Equal Opportunity Employer 

If it flows through pipe, chances are it’s controlled by 4b HE i 2 

SINCE 1880 
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Just 10 years ago, Max Stanton | fects in solid state devices’, soon be on your way to a long- 

received his BA in Physics from Max Stanton has established 4 | time, rewarding career at Delco. 

Indiana University. challenging and satisfying career Opportunities exist now in sili- 

Today, Max is a senior project | with Delco—the electronics divi- | con and germanium device de- 

engineer at Delco Radio Division | sion of General Motors. Asa young | velopment, ferrites, solid state dif- 

of General Motors Corporation in | 9t@duate engineer, you, too, could | fusion, creative packaging of semi- 

Kokomo, Indiana. ee || conductor products, development 
Max is shown above analyzing ; of laboratory equipment, reliability 

é . An equal opportunity employer 2 , j 
gas ambients found in sealed tran- techniques, and applications and 

sistor enclosures. The system—a solid state slearonicse”? manufacturing engineering. 

residual gas analyzer—is pumped yr Our brochure detailing the op- 

down to a low vacuum with an N portunities to share in forging the 

absorption tank and vacion pump. W J future of electronics with this out- 

Then a transistor is punctured and UY standing Delco-GM team is yours 

the gas introduced into the analy- . for the asking. Watch for Delco 

zer. Using mass spectrographic Detco Rapio DIVISION Radio interview dates on your 

techniques, an analysis of the con- oF GENERAL MorTors campus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long- 

stituents through mass number 80 2 shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Divi- 
Kokomo, Indiana : . 

can be made. Such analyses are sion, General Motors Corporation, 

helpful in the study of surface cf- | _____ | Kokomo, Indiana. 
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By CLIFTON FONSTAD, JR. ee4 as 

HAT chubby little man with any doodling. A wooden cube is neers were arranged as shown 
T the shiny red cheeks and long painted black on all faces. It is below. 

white beard, and we don’t then cut into 27 equal smaller EN 
mean the bartender at the local cubes. How many of the smaller E E 
pub, brought the Mental Maze a cubes will have three faces N N 
Christmas present early this year. painted, two faces, one, none? E N 
Yes, we've finally gotten a hairline 3. Here’s another quicky; but be NE 
for our slide rule. Not that that careful. If a brick balances evenly If an EE got to pick the count- 
will help you work your way — with three-quarters of a pound — ing terms what N and what start- 
through the Maze and to the five and three-quarters of a brick what ing point could he have picked so 
dollars but it does tidy things up is the weight of a whole brick? that all ME’s were chosen? Simi- 
a bit. If you never noticed before 4. If you're still with us try this larly, is there an N and a starting 
that something was missing in the — number puzzle. Using the numbers point so that all EE’s will be 
Mental Maze design you really — from 1 to 9 once only once write picked? 
can't be expected to get too excited them in such a way that by addi- 6. Before we break out of this 
over this great news but give it a tion they give a value of 99,999. month’s Mental Maze there is one 
try—look up an old issue and have 5. The Maze thus far has been more problem to solve. You have 
a laugh. easy to get through but it looks two coins whose sum is 55 cents. 

And now, let’s get started on the like we'll have to slow down some. One of them is not a 50-cent piece. 

first puzzle—the first turn in this — This problem could take some — What coins are they? 
month’s Mental Maze. time. Answers: Last month’s answers 

1. Three CE’s were in a book- A group of ten engineers, five are: 
store the other day looking at some EE’s and five ME’s, were cornered l 
maps. Being typical students they last week-end by a policeman who 2. 100 
didn't have much money to spend claimed that the boys were being a 3. 2] 
—just a nickel apiece, in fact—but bit too noisy. He decided to take 4. 2.499 
then some maps are cheap. The five of the group down to the sta- 5. a 36. b. 27. c. 36, 25. d. 54 
store offered maps of Southern tion to cool off and in order to pick “60938 47.56~O—C—<‘C:*:W 
Mongolia at 3 for a cent, maps of —— which five he had the ten arrange oes 
the Canary Islands at 4 for a cent, themselves in a circle and count off This year’s first Maze Master and 
and maps of Devil’s Tower Na- clock-wise around the circle. Every the winner of October’s Mental 
tional Monument campground at 5 N-th guy would then be chosen Maze is David Olsen, a freshman 
for a cent. Each CE made a differ- and removed from the circle. The — EE at the University of Wisconsin. 
ent selection, spent all his money, counting was to continue until five Competition is very keen this year 
and got 20 maps. What maps did had been selected. To start, the so get your answers in early to the 

each buy? officer selected one boy to pick the Mental Maze, 333 Mechanical En- 
2. Now, let’s try a short thinking N to be used in the count-off and gineering, Madison, Wisconsin. Re- 

puzzle. Try to get the answer first also to pick the person on whom to member, you don’t have to have all 
without drawing a picture or doing start the count-off. The ten engi- the answers right to win. 
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This is industrial engineering ? g g! 

Yes. than one pattern in industrial engineering. A man’s succes- 

And if that’s all there were to it,-our industrial engineer: sive assignments here are as varied as his college courses. 

ing ranks couldn't possibly hope to deserve alert recruits Confidence grows. He finds he has built a solid reputation 

from engineering colleges that lead rather than follow. by carrying a project from design to the stage, years later, 
. . . where the aim is to squeeze another tenth of a percent into 

Watching an operator react to the explanation of a new the production efficiency. 

assembly procedure is just one of the more easily photo- 

graphed of a long series of subtle operations in the math- We also welcome another type. When a project reaches 

ematics that link psychological, physical, and economic 80% of completion, this industrial engineering personality 

factors into a sense-making structure. won’t resent an invitation to form a new team with new 

We admire fine intuitions in an engineer. We seek chaps counterparts in design and manufacturing engineering to 

who have involved themselves with nuts and bolts since start a new and more stimulating project. Gladly will he 
childhood. Yet the task is to improve on the familiar fruits retain responsibility for the old one and six or seven that 

of intuition. The job consists of upgrading others’ work and preceded it. 

one’s own to higher, more productive levels of abstraction Drop us a line. Industrial engineers aren't all. We need to 

ans . Rui = e ear from mechanical engineers, chemical engineers, elec- 
than simple-minded busyness with nuts and bolts. h f h 1 t leng | 

Kodak is of a size and diversity to afford room for more tronic engineers, chemists, and physicists as well. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: 

Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.



Advancement in a Big Company: 

How it Works 

An Interview with General Electric’s C.K. Rieger, Vice President and Group Executive, Electric Utility Group 

— | i ts pendent companies. Since each de- Q. Yes, but just how often do these 

— fg a /-—_ partment is responsible for its own opportunities arise? 
7g ne > a success, each man’s share of author- 
— FF — = ity and responsibility is pinpointed. A. To give you some idea, 25 percent 
‘Sy eat es ke Believe me, outstanding performance of G-E’s gross sales last year came 

4 i a is recognized, and rewarded. from products that were unknown 

Y 4 - only five or ten years ago. These new 

a products range from electric tooth 

— , : Q. Can you tell me what the “promo- brushes and silicone rubber com- 

- tional ladder” is at General Electric? pounds to atomic reactors and inter- 

planetary space probes. This chang- 

& A. We regard each man individually. Ing Company needs men with ambi- 
Whether you join us on a training tion and energy and talent who aren't 

©. K. Rieger program or are placed in a specific afraid of a big job—who welcome the 

position opening, you'll first have to challenge Te ‘ start hate 

™@ Charles K. Rieger joined General Elec- Prove, your ability’ to ‘handle: a Job. ee ee heat’ 

tric’s Technical Marketing Program after Onee youve done that; you'll be:given , 
mes 100 Be ‘ more responsibility, more difficult plex technical problems or to manage 
earning a BSEE at the University of Mis- projects—work that’s important to people, and you won't have long to 

sour in 1936. Following sales engineering the success of your organization and wait for opportunities to fit your 
assignments in motor, defense and home r needs. 

laundry operations, he became manager of your personal development: Your abil- 
. : an ity will create a “promotional ladder’ 

the Heating Device and Fan Division in of your own. Q. How does General Electric help 

1947. Other Consumer-industry management me prepare myself for advancement 

positions followed. In 1953 he was elected , ; opportunity? 

a vice president, one of the youngest men Q. Will my development be confined 

ever named a Company officer. Mr. Rieger to whatever department | start in? A. Programs in Engineering, Manu- 
became Vice President, Marketing Services facturing or Technical Marketing give 

in 1959 and was appointed to his present A. Not at all! Here’s where “big com- you valuable on-the-job training. We 
position in 1961. He is responsible for all pany” scope works to broaden your have Company-conducted courses to 
the operations of some six divisions com- career outlook. Industry, and General improve your professional ability no 
posed of 23 product operations oriented Electric particularly, is constantly matter where you begin. Under Tui- 
primarily toward the Electric Utility market. changing — adapting to market the tion Refund or Advanced Degree Pro- 

fruits of research, reorganizing to grams you can continue your formal 
Q. How can | be sure of getting the maintain proper alignment with our education. Throughout your career 
recognition | feel I'm capable of earn- customers, creating new operations with General Electric you'll receive 
ing in a big company like G.E.? to handle large projects. All this rep- frequent appraisals to help your self- 

resents opportunity beyond the limits development. Your advancement will 

A. We learned long ago we couldn't of any single department. be largely up to you. 

afford to let capable people get lost. 

That was one of the reasons why G.E. FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write 
was decentralized into more than a Personalized Career Planning, General Electric, Section 699-11, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 
hundred autonomous operating de- 

partments. These operations develop, 

engineer, manufacture and market G E N E R A L @ E LE CT R I C 

products much as if they were inde- An Equal Opportunity Employer
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